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One-Dimensional Small Signal Waves in Electrofluidized
Beds

MARKUS ZAHN, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE, AND SHI-WOO RHEE

Abstract-An analysis is presented of one-dimensional small signal
wave propagation and reflection in space charge free electrofluidized beds
of polarizable particles. For an inviscid bed, the linearized governing
partial differential equations are shown to be hyperbolic and are solved
using the method of characteristics and a Fourier series method. With an
applied electric field, small signal waves propagate at constant speed with
and against the flow including reflections from boundaries. A semi-
infinite bed is unstable with a small electric field but can be stabilized with
a suitably strong electric field. A finite-length bed with zero perturbation
voidage or spatial derivative of voidage at the top is always stable, as the
steady state is bounded with time. However, with a mixed voidage-spatial
derivative of voidage boundary condition at the top, the bed can be
unstable. Surprisingly, a viscous bed has ranges of instability even though
the inviscid bed is formally stable.

INTRODUCTION
RDECENT WORK has demonstrated stabilization against

bubbling in fluidized beds of magnetizable particles in a
magnetic field [1], [2] or of dielectric particles in an electric
field [3], [4]. This paper continues this work by developing the
general theory of small signal one-dimensional disturbances in
electrofluidized beds of finite length including reflections from
boundaries. To eliminate space charge effects, alternating high
voltages must be applied at a frequency much greater than the
largest reciprocal dielectric relaxation time of the system.
Then polarization forces will act in exactly the same way as
magnetization forces on magnetizable particles so that all the
analysis presented here for beds of polarizable particles is
applicable to beds of magnetizable particles if we replace the
electric field E by the magnetic field H and the bed
permittivity f by the bed permeability it.

GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Hydrodynamics

For a particle voidage 4, defined as the volume fraction of
fluid, conservation of mass for fluid and particles are

-t+V (nu)=O0 (fluid)(11)at

-(1 - O) + V * [(1 - 4)JV = 0 (particles) (2)at
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where u, u are the respective fluid and particle interstitial
velocities averaged over a volume large compared to a particle
but small compared to system dimensions.

Because the fluidizing agent is a gas with negligible mass
density and viscosity compared to the solid particles, we write
conservation of momentum for gas and particles as

Vp + 3O(45)( - iv) = 0 (gas) (3)

=(O(uS- v) (1 -OPgi

+ ts[(l-4)TS]+F (particles) (4)

where ps is the particle density, p is the fluid pressure, B(O) is
the Darcy drag coefficient which for laminar flow is assumed
to depend on voidage X, Ts is the particle viscous stress
tensor, and F is the body force density acting on the particles
due to the electric field. It is assumed that gravity with
acceleration g is directed in the - x direction, that the gas is
nonpolarizable so that no electric force is on the gas, and that
fluid density and viscosity are negligible. The effective
particle viscosity defined in (5) was neglected in our earlier
analysis but has now been measured in a Couette viscometer to
be of order 10 P in a fully fluidized state without electric field.
An applied electric field of order 5 x 105 V/m increases the
measured viscosity by = 100 so that we now believe particle
viscosity to be an important parameter. We use a linear
constitutive law for Ts in (4)

(5)

where ,s is the effective particle shear viscosity, K iS the
effective particle bulk viscosity, and 7 is the identity tensor.

Electric Fields
Maxwells's equations in the electroquasistatic limit with no

volume charge are

.VxE=O=E= -Vx
V *D=O

(6)
(7)

(8)
where E is the curl-free electric field which can thus be
represented as the negative gradient of a scalar potential X, D
is the displacement field, and e(+) is the effective medium
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ma,croscopic bed permittivity which is some voidage weighted
average of particle and fluid permittivities. For simplicity, we
assume that the particles are electrically linear so that the
effective permittivity E(O) does not depend on field strength.
The principle of virtual work then gives the force density

and stress tensor as

(9)FP= - (I 2 ) V [E2 de( ]

a T,,

'EkEkd[cd(()
L q

so that

ar as
- - - =0
ax at

ar r Vws Vw d
+ - + - aX =0.

at X N

The chain rule of differentials requires

ar ar
dr=- dt+ - dx

at ax

as as
(10) ds=- dt+ -dx

at ax

SMALL SIGNAL ONE-DIMENSIONAL WAVES
We assume an initial state of uniform fluidization with

interstitial gas velocity u04 and where the bed voidage 40 is
constant with stationary particles. Then all equilibrium varia-
bles denoted by a subscript zero are slightly perturbed by small
amounts denoted by superscripted primes

a=(uO+u )iX4 ...=. v=uix,

E= (Eo+e ')ix9 (1 1)

and we also assume that all variables only depend on the
vertical x coordinate with equilibrium and perturbation electric
field and flow in the x direction. Then taking the x spatial
derivative of (4) and using (1), (2), and (5)-(9) yields a single
equation in perturbation voidage

a2#' 1aI ' vwaV ' vW2 a20' a3q = (
at2 XTdat aAx N2 ax2 %x2at

where

4Oouo Us (13)

g g

VW =U I-2Loo+f d (14)

Vw I(1-)Eo2[[1 (d+)\2] 1 de2 (

Ps
E02 -kd ,/dc ](15)

4
K+- U

3 (16)

Ps

and Us is the superficial gas velocity. From (14) and (15) we
see that the parameter N is a measure of the ratio of drag to
electrical forces.

resulting in the concise matrix equation

1 0 0 W
N2

0 1 -1 0

dt dx 0 0

0 0 dt dx

ar

At

ar

ax

as

at

aS

aXI

- (r + *Vs)/7

0

dr

ds

* (22)

The first set of characteristic equations is found by setting
the determinant of the coefficient matrix to zero

dx Vw

= N
(23)

On these real constant trajectories, the partial differential
equations of (18) and (19) are converted to ordinary differen-
tial equations found by replacing any column in the left matrix
of (22) by the column vector on the right and then setting the
determinant of the resulting matrix to zero to yield

d~ Vws --(r + Vws) ,*dx VWr =- on =+
dt N /Ir dt N

(24)

It is convenient to introduce nondimensional quantities

t= t/r *=x/(Vwr)

9=-vW,1 ayc
I+'

F=r-r=8
dt

(25)

Inviscid Limit
Method of Characteristics: If we neglect particle visc

(X7= 0), (12) reduces to a pair of first-order hyper
equations in terms of the variables [6]

so that (24) becomes

Osity d dx
bolic -t(f- /N)= (F+s) on dt = 1/N

d s dt=
(17) -.(F+&/N)= (F+s) on -T = 1/N.

dt dt

(26)

(27)
ax

(18)

(19)

(20)

(21)
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STEP VOIDAGE TRANSIENT

Solution Along the Wavefront

To illustrate the use of (27), we consider an undisturbed bed
of semi-infinite extent so that initially

' x>0, = ) =°-(g> Ost- 0) - 0 *(801(9>0t=O) (*>0=) 0(28)

The system is then excited by a step change in vbidage at x. =
0 for t > 0. The characteristic line in Fig. 1 emanating from
the origin demarcates the wavefront of the voidage perturba-
tion traveling at normalized speed d31dt = 1/N. Because the
initial values of r and s at t. = 0 are zero, the solutions
everywhere ahead of the demarcation curve are zero, taking a
step change crossing the demarcation curve.
The solution for r and s along the demarcation curve

depends on the negative characteristic emanating from the 7 =
0 boundary. Integrating (27) until time to when the negative
trajectory intersects the demarcation curve yields

to

(r+s/N)=- (P+s) dF=0,

d N

Fig. 1. Characteristic trajectories for initially unexcited semi-infinite bed
with step change in voidage at x = 0 turned on at t = 0. Voidage is zero
ahead of propagating wavefront indicated by dark demarcation trajectory
emanating from origin with equation -= t/N.

I .

(29)

where the integral is zero because r and s are zero for t < to.
This solution is true for all values of to along the demarcation
curve so that we have

r= -/N on x= tiN.

Using this relation in (26) yields

d
-(2)= - f(1-N) on fc= FIN

dt

(30)

3.2

2.8 [(31)
2.4

with solution

P=sI= roe (l -tl2 (32)

where TO is the initial value of T at 7 = 0. We thus verify the
stability conditions found in earlier analysis fora semi-infinite
bed [3], [4]. WhenN = 1, the system is neutrally stable with r
and s constant along the wavefront. When N > 1, r and 9
became unbounded as We wavefront propagates and the
system is unstable. WhenN < 1, T and : decay with time and
the system is stable. Note that the propagating wavefront
remains sharp and travels at constant speed.

Solution Behind the Wavefront
The solution behind the wavefront cannot be found in closed.

form as we no longer know the relationship between -r and s
along the negative characteristic as we did- in (29) and (30).
However, the necessary computations to simultaneously inte-
grate (26) arid (27) numerically are fairly simple because the
characteristic trajectbries are known to be straight lines and do
not depend on T and s. We thus use a marching procedure from
the x = 0 boundary expanding the time derivatives in (26) and
(27). in a first-order Taylor series exparisiort.

For 4k'(x = 0, t) being a step in time, r(x = 0, t) is an
impulse which is not accurately represented by a finite
difference scheme, Thus in our numerical method we took r(x

2.0

.6

.2

x = X/(Vw r )

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2
l(V r)

Fig. 2. Transient voidage distributions at sequential instants of time, due to
step change voidage at * = 0 for semi-infinite unbounded bed.

= 0, t) to be a step corresponding to a ramp function of k '(x
= 0, t). After numerically solving this problem, we simply
time. differentiate the solution to find the step voidage
response. However,, this time derivative is just r(x, t)
assuming ' '(x = 0, t) to be a ramp. Representative growing
and decaying solutions are shown in Fig. 2 with the wavefront
amplitude given by (32).

Effect of Boundaries
The solutions shown in Fig. 2 are valid utitil the wavefront

reaches a boundary at * = 7, whereupon the reflected wave
propagates at constant speed - Vw/Nback towards x = 0. We
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Fig. 3. Transient spatial distributions of voidage in finite length bed 7 = 2
for step change in voidage at x = 0, t = 0. (00 < < f"; ( 1 < <
2T; Q)2T < t < 3T; (D3T < t < 4T; - --steady state.

define the one-way nondimensional wave transient time as T
= Ni, so that the solution breaks up into intervals demarcated
by the characteristic curve emanating from the * = 0, t = O
boundary and its subsequent reflections at = 7 and x = 0.
Fig. 3 shows representative transient spatial distributions of
voidage in a finite length bed for the first few intervals where
we take the top boundary condition to be 4' ( = 1, t) = 0.
The waveforms are before the first reflection and thus
identical to those shown in Fig. 2 for a semi-infinite bed. After
the first reflection at x 7, waveforms Opropagate back
towards x = 0. At t = 2T, the waveforms are again
reflected at x = 0 back towards x 7. These reflections
continue, gradually approaching the steady-state 4s, shown
dashed and found by solving the nondimensional form of (12)
with 1 = 0, all time derivatives set to zero, and '(x = l) =

0:

dOIss 1 d20's
dx N2 d&2

J'R,(&) eN2x eN2

SS(Q) = q'(&=O) 1-3eN23)

N= T=2
N=0.5---T
N = 1.5 *-.-.....3

Fig. 4. Transient voidage distribution in finite length bed (l = 2) for initial

uniform voidage distribution (ff(x, t = 0) = 1).

Note that even for N > 1, the steady-state solution remains
bounded with time. Only the semi-infinite unbounded system
has an exponentially growing instability.

Initial Value Problems
We similarly consider a system which at t = 0 has a

uniform distribution of perturbed voidage over its length. For
all further time- we assume the perturbation voidage is zero at
both boundaries. By letting s(x, t = 0) be uniform, subsequent
values of s give us the developing voidage distribution due to
an initial uniform voidage distribution. The representative
solutions shown in Fig. 4 have abrupt jumps whenever
crossing the positive or negative demarcation trajectories
emanating and reflecting from the x = 0 and x = 7
boundaries. Note that no matter the value of N, the finite
length bed has a time bounded response which approaches
zero for long times.

FOURIER SERIES ANALYSIS
Inviscid Bed with Zero Perturbation Voidage at the Top

The governing equation of (12) written in nondimensional
form

a2 a Ila24
at

d @1* d2)g a32a-t2+ 2
-- - - =

17
= 2- (34)VW2
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has solution for a step change in voidage as the sum of the
steady-state solution of (33) and a transient solution

eN2X-eN27 --
0 = 12~ + O(x)est.

1-eN27 (35)

Substituting (35) back into (34) in the inviscid limit (-; = 0)
yields

d2$ dqS-_N2-- _ N2(S2+&)=O
dg2 dx

with solution

+(x)=[kI sin k,.2 + 2 COS k2xleklx

where

kl=N2/2, 2=-[=2+&+N/4]

4(t=0)=o, a =O0

to yield

b,(P3 + 1/2) -U(3 + 1/
a= =

n (n -1/2) 13n

(45)

'2) (n7r/1)
[(V2)+(2n)]

(36)

(46)

As a check, the first 100 terms in the series of (43) were
(37) evaluated, and the results were the same as were found in Fig.

3 using the method of characteristics.
The time impulse response in voidage is found by evaluating

(38) the time derivative of (43)

Since the steady-state solution in (35) already satisfies the
boundary conditions

+(x=O)= 1 q(x=l)=O, (39)

the boundary conditions on the transient part of the solution
are

O(= 0) =0,cO(x= I) =0= +(x) =41 sin eklx (40)

which requires

=2 _N2 [§2++ IV ] 7(r2

n= 1, 2, . (41)

Solving (41) for s yields

gn= -2 [I 41-2) [

n=1,2, . (42)

We note that the real parts of all Sn are negative so that the
system is stable.

The most general solution is then

eN2x- eN2

1-eN2

=e(,N,2;-.2E=1iN2l2 sin I [e"n-e1ni. (47)

In particular, when N = 1 so that 0n = jnw/7, (47) reduces
to an impulse which starts at x = 0, t = 0 with subsequent
reflections at x = 7 and x = 0 as shown in Fig. 5:

_ e(;- t)/2 +00

+2? Y [eJnT(x+O)/lejnT(xO-)/in= -oo

= S en45(g-t-2nl)-et-' en'5(*+ t- 2nl).
n==-Co n=l

(48)

The first series in (48) shows that the impulse propagates along
x = t + 2n7 in the direction of gas flow with constant
amplitude en7 with n zero or a negative integer. The second
series in (48) shows the impulse traveling against the gas flow
after reflection from x = 7 with exponentially decreasing
amplitude.

In Fig. 6 we show the spatial distributions of voidage at
various instants of time for N smaller and larger than unity.
For N 1 there is a diffuse distribution in voidage behind the
traveling impulse functions.

Inviscid Bed with Mixed Boundary Condition at the Top
We found that the step voidage response is stable if the top

boundary has zero perturbation voidage. A more mathemati-
cally general boundary condition at the top is

d
=f(g= 1)dx X=l

(49)

+ ekl" sin -4-Xanein' +bne-nIe- t/2
n=1

(43)

where

(44)

We solve for the coefficients a, and bn by applying the initial

where : is a parameter. The steady-state and transient solution
to (34) is then of the form

[fleN2i+ eN2i(NJ2-)]
[eN2,(I2

+[4, sin k2x+42 cos k2*]ek2x (50)

Because 0(x = 0) - 1, 02 = 0 while the boundary condition

conditions

3n =2 ((1 -N2)_- (2Nl-)
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-(t +2T)
x 4T)= S)=

N= 0-e\) ) -2T)

T 2 T t

Fig. 5. Traveling impulse functions with N = 1 for impulse change in
voidage at x = 0, t = 0.
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By setting 3 -+ oo in (49) we regain the boundary condition
of zero perturbation voidage at the top while i3 0 has a zero
spatial derivative of voidage at the top with a uniform steady
state. For either of these limiting boundary conditions (53) and
(54) show that the system is stable.

Viscous Bed with Zero Perturbation Voidage at the Top
With a zero perturbation voidage boundary condition at the

top we re-examine (34) with v * 0, assuming solutions of the
form of (35) to yield:

(l+j§ 2 ~-2d N2(2+S)

with solution like that in (37) with

N2
2(1 +irsN2)

(55)

2f2=NJ [ P2 4(1 + ]/(I + 1§N2) .

ondition of§ (3) yed

(56)

Using the boundary conditions of (39) yields the solution of
(40) where

E2l = (I + .N2) [2 + s +4(1 + §N2)]

(57)=n ,n=2,2,
2.0

Fig. 6. Transient spatial distributions of voidage in finite length bed 7 = 2 for
impulse change in voidage at xc = 0, 7 = 0. These solutions are time
derivative of those in Fig. 3. 00 < 7< T; (E 'T < t < 2T; ®27'< t
< 3T 3i3T < t <- t

Rewriting (57) yields a polynominal equation in s

(58)

where

of (49) requires

- k2
tan kJ(1=3/J)-.

Once k2 is found from (51), then

-1
s=- ±(1 -N2)/4-k2/N2

2

(51)

(52)

If k2 is real, s always has a negative real part so that the system
is stable. Note that (51) has a solution when k2 = kii is pure
imaginary if (3 - kl)l > 1,

a3=iN2 a2= I+NN2 + 2N2( )I

/n?r 2
a, =1+2j 9)

.N2 1 /nir 2
aO =- +I 1)4 N2\l/ (59)

The Routh-Hurwitz criterion lets us determine if all the
roots of- in (58) have a negative real part so that the system is
stable. For stability ao and al must -be positive as they are and

a2a, - a3aO>O,

(53) requiring thattanh kil k

Then s in (52) will have a positive real part so that the system
is unstable if

N2
i>-2 *(54)

2

[ (nT 2
][ (nT ) 2]

4 [1 (+, <] 0.

0.4

0.2

0

- -0.2

-0.4

-0.66

-0.8

N = 1.5

0 T = 3.
-

. _=
_,0.-3. 0

1.0

(61)

(kT'

25 t

t

a3g'+a2§2 +alg+ ao= 0
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N

20 1
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00

i (r/*)

Fig. 7. Neutral stability curve versus particle viscosity for various bed
heights.

For neutral stability

N2=2[l+i(nr)2] [1+2 (nr)2] 1

Examining (59), we see that the lowest mode, n = 1, is the
most potentially unstable with the neutral stability curves
plotted in Fig. 7 for various values of 7. For a given value of
and 7, the abscissa and curve in Fig. 7 are fixed. The ordinate
then gives us the value of N for neutral stability. For larger
values of N, the system is unstable while smaller values ofN
give a stable system. From (14) and (15) we see that N is
decreased by increasing the electric field.

Surprisingly, the viscous bed has ranges of instability even
though the inviscid system is formally stable [7]. Similar
instabilities that arise when loss is added to a system occur

when an elastic string is convected through a viscous system
faster than the speed of small signal elastic waves, in
microwave devices when an electron beam couples to a

resistive wall [8], or for turbulent flow in a conduit where
inviscid flow is stable while viscous flow becomes turbulent
beyond a critical flow rate.

Preliminary experiments have measured transient pressure

fluctuations due to imposed step changes in gas velocity,
particle velocity, and applied voltage. The resulting time and
space dependences of the pressure did not exhibit strong
propagating wave character but were more of a diffusive
nature, indicating the dominance of particle viscosity. Continu-

ing measurements compared to extensions of the theory
presented here will be the subject of future work.
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